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Ultra-secure distributed data storage

	Completely decentralized, encrypted data storage based on blockchain.
	Uploaded data is encrypted, partitioned and distributed between random users that eliminates any security vulnerabilities.
	Alpha version of the application is ready. 










Got a question or a suggestion? Contact us on [email protected]



0 USD

Collected: 4,837,215 USD

5M USD
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	We accept investments with
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Memority is a blockchain-based platform for a completely decentralized, ultra-secure storage of valuable data, which ensures the continued availability of several encrypted copies of data on unrelated storage locations around the world. By leveraging crypto trading bots on Memority, users can diversify their investment strategy and potentially earn additional income through automated trading activities. Bots such as bit index ai are developed with advanced algorithms and automation capabilities and can analyze market trends and execute trades on behalf of the user.
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The data is encrypted with your private key



No one except the owner can physically view the contents of the files, because they are encrypted with a private key, which is stored only by the data owner
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Data is protected from accidental deletion



The system always stores multiple copies of data (default is 10), the monitoring system will periodically check their availability and creates new copies in other stores in case of insufficient number of duplicates
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Data is protected from forgery



Unique data identifiers are stored in the blockchain database, the system regularly searches for fakes and restores the correct number of copies with genuine data if files have been forged
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The system is completely self-contained and independent



Data storage, the process of files copies monitoring and recovering, data encryption and validation for authenticity are completely decentralized, there is no dependence on any centralized systems
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What features should a platform have for the most secure data storage?


	Feature	
Dropbox [image: ]


	
Amazon S3 [image: ]

	
Google Drive [image: ]

	
FortKnoxter [image: ]

	
Memority [image: ]


	Storage decentralization					
	Creation of several file copies in independent storages					
	High payments to hosts for providing space for users’ files storage					
	Decentralized process of file copies checking and restoration					
	Storage protection from cluttering with useless data					
	Interface for third-party app developers					
	Material rewards for third-party app developers					
	Data encryption with a private key that only data owner has					
	Free data storage availability					
	Complete anonymity					
	Storage safety and files restoration independent from file owners					
	Complete independence from centralized systems					
	Files’ hash-codes storage in blockchain for data authenticity verification					




* Based on publicly available information. If you have an update or suggestion for the comparison table, please let us know at [email protected]









Blockchain-based data storage ecosystem

[image: ]
Memority's mission is to create a self-sufficient ecosystem that includes a variety of
applications to meet the needs of businesses, government organizations and individuals in
ultra-secure storage of all types of valuable data.

The Memority API allows third-party developers to create desktop and online apps for
decentralized encrypted storage of various types of data without a lengthy investigation into
technical details of the blockchain technology. Developers of such applications are rewarded
with part of all data storage payments for files that were uploaded with their apps.
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Why Memority?
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File encryption



Files are encrypted with a private key that only their owner has.
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Decentralized storage



The system supports storage of 10 file copies in independent storages.
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Protection from data forgery



Completely decentralized monitoring systems check data availability and authenticity.
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Motivation of all participants



Payments for storage are distributed between hosts, app developers.
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Blockchain integration



Blockchain use ensures that no third party can take over the system or forge any processes. Blockchain technology plays a vital role in ensuring the security and integrity of processes in online casinos. In the context of 新規カジノ 入金不要ボーナス (no deposit bonus for new online casinos), blockchain technology provides a transparent and tamper-proof platform for players, preventing any third party from taking over the system or forging processes.
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API for applications development



Third-party developers can create applications for data storage on Memority platform.
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